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TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO SB0076 

The Repeal of Illinois Nuclear Construction Moratorium 

March 9, 2023 

By David A. Kraft, Director 

Nuclear Energy Information Service (NEIS) is a 42-year old nuclear watchdog, safe-energy advocacy 

organization based in Chicago.  On behalf of our over 800 members, we wish to register our opposition to 

SB0076, a bill to repeal the 1987 Illinois nuclear power construction moratorium, and to advocate for the 

development and construction of “small modular nuclear reactors” (SMNRs). 

This moratorium was enacted to protect Illinois from becoming a de facto high-level radioactive waste 

dump.  It simply says – no more reactors will be built here until the Federal Government honors its legal 

obligation to build and operate a permanent disposal ** facility for the dangerous spent-fuel radioactive 

waste reactors create.  This facility was supposed to open by 1997, but didn’t.  Current government 

estimates claim we won’t have one before 2048.  To date Illinois 14 reactors (11 still operating) have 

created over 11,000 tons of spent-reactor fuel with no disposal** facility.  The waste is presently stored** at 

reactor sites.  Legislators in 1987 wanted to make sure that Illinois would have to manage as little of this 

waste as possible, prior to permanent disposal**. 

The good news is – it worked.  The Moratorium did and continues to do what it was designed to do: 

protect Illinois. 

Regarding the moratorium repeal, SB0076 not only violates the “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” maxim; it goes 

out and actively BREAKS something that protects Illinois, and for goals that are illusory at best, nefarious 

at worst.  Regarding the SMNR advocacy, it suggests an inadequately investigated and discussed option 

for Illinois’ energy future that is strongly contested by competent energy officials and professionals 

worldwide, without thorough investigation of the downsides and negative effects, particularly on CEJA. 

While this explains the origin of this common-sense moratorium, current events demonstrate what a Trojan 

Horse for potential nuclear disaster on numerous fronts SB0076 represents. 

SB0076:  A TROJAN HORSE FOR SMNRS 

SMNRs are the proposed “next generation” of nuclear power reactors.  Numerous designs have been 

proposed to date, but only one has been approved by the federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).  

Their designs, sizes and purposes are wildly disparate; but conventional understanding puts all at less than 

~300 mWe in size. 

Taken in tandem with a similar proposed House bill, HB1079, it is a certainty that SB0076 is designed as a 

gateway to more nuclear plants in Illinois. 

Before Illinois embraces the New Nuclear World Order it needs to examine SMNRs in far greater detail 

than has been done to date.  Failure to do so would be to skirt the boundaries of government malfeasance. 
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 We must point out – SMNRs DON’T EVEN EXIST YET.  They are nuclear powerPOINT reactors, 

existing only in concept form on paper/computer.  The only currently approved NRC licensed design 

will have only one reactor operating (for demonstration purposes, NOT commercialization) by 2030 

[1].  No company has actually physically demonstrated that their theoretical designs will actually 

work – although examples of over-promising and design failure [2] already abound.   

 

So – what’s the rush? 

 

Repealing the Moratorium in the absence of any real operating versions of these hoped-for 

“someday” reactors would be like legalizing all opiods today based on Big Pharma’s promises that it 

will “someday” come up with a non-addictive form. This is unsound logic.  More hard evidence is 

needed before removing an important State safeguard based solely on PowerPoint pledges and 

promises. 

 

 More reactors of ANY kind mean MORE high-level radioactive waste with no place to go for 

disposal** – the very problem the moratorium was designed to address.  Worse, recent study 

indicates that SMNRs may end up producing MORE radioactive waste per unit of energy than 

today’s older reactor varieties. [3] 

 

 The economics of SMNRs have been shown to be worse than viable, already available energy 

alternatives.[4] They are more costly per unit of energy than the current aging generation of 

reactors.[5] 

 

Poor economics have led to a doubling of the projected cost of the NuScale SMNR demonstration 

reactor from $55/mWh to ~$100/mWh before any construction has even begun, and has led several 

of the partners in the Utah Associated Municipal Power Systems (UAMPS) SMNR project to 

abandon the project as projected costs have dramatically risen.[6] 

 

Lazard, the Wall Street firm, estimated that the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) from new nuclear 

plants will be between $131 and $204 per megawatt hour; and is certainly 2 to 3 times higher than 

renewable energy alternatives. [7] 

 

Further, one needs to ask the obvious:  if today’s reactors were not economically competitive in this 

energy market, and required $3.05 billion in state funded bailout guarantees, won’t adding even 

MORE reactors competing for market share with both old reactors AND CEJA-mandated 

renewables expansion make both the old and new reactors more uncompetitive, requiring even 

more ratepayer bailouts in the future?  This possibility needs much more thorough examination. 

 

Additionally, competition for grid access – already an identified problem for renewables producers -- 

will worsen with the addition of SMNRs. [8,9]  If any state money should be allocated anywhere, it 

should be to enhance and improve grid access and reliability, in tandem with energy storage.  One 

can build a billion wind turbines or a billion SMNRs, but if they can’t get the power to the customer, 

the investment is useless.  Transmission should become the new state priority, not SMNRs. 

 

 It has been amply demonstrated by research and in statements from qualified national and 

international professionals in the field that SMNRs will have NO meaningful positive effect on 

reducing the current Climate Code Red situation.  [10, 11, 12, 18] They cannot and will not be built 
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in time or in sufficient quantities to meet the 2030 climate deadlines the IPCC has set, let alone 

those beyond. 

 

Worse, diverting billions of dollars to build a hypothetical pipe dream “sometime” in the future 

diverts funding we need in the present  to fight climate disruption through actions we know work in 

the present:  more renewables and efficiency, improved energy storage, and redesigned and 

upgraded transmission systems. [13, 14, 15] 

 

SAFETY IMPLICATIONS: [7] 

 Many of these theoretical new generation reactor designs are being proposed without the traditional 

or even any protective containment structures, and with proposals calling for reduced or even 

eliminated emergency safety planning zones. [16]  

 

While many of the proposed designs call for below-grade placement, the depth of the crater holes in 

Ukraine [17] demonstrate clearly that this might not always be a safe enough design concept. 

 

Some in industry have even suggested that these new designs be exempted from Price Anderson 

Act coverage against nuclear accident damages. [16] 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE CONCERNS: 

 A “next generation” of nuclear power plants automatically calls for a continuation of the nuclear fuel 

chain, the starting point of which is uranium mining.  This invariably takes place on Indigenous 

lands domestically and internationally.  It is opposed by the local Indigenous populations 

universally, due to the resulting contamination and failure of governments to conduct clean-up of 

past uranium mining. 

 It should also be noted that the White House Environmental Justice Advisory Council (WHEJAC) 

has publicly stated that it does not support continued nuclear power, deeming nuclear power and 

waste as not benefitting local communities.[19] 

 

JOBS AND FUTURE ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY: 

 More disturbing logic about SMNRs prevails on the issue of jobs and future economic development.  

As well-intended as the arguments might sound, they are problematic and fraught with uncertainty. 

The types and effects of jobs created must be evaluated and deemed worthwhile and cost-effective 

to society.  Just because we create construction and guard jobs by building prisons does not argue 

for more crime. 

 

While SMNRs may or may not provide some jobs and economic development for host communities, 

we know for certain that with a finite energy pie, more SMNRs means fewer renewables and 

efficiency jobs, thus subverting the goals of FEJA and CEJA. 

 

AN OFFER: 

 Time restrictions do not permit us to go into the vastly greater amount of detail the Legislature 

needs to consider concerning SMNRs – a topic that requires a 30-40 minute PowerPoint to do it 

justice.  We have previously invited legislators to ZOOM sessions (passcode w^NAk!P3 ) where we 

explored these issues in greater depth; and have formally requested an opportunity to present 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/2N8xTvUzh_phov8nTxBNvq721wXK7udtfsUZeGhlOysO0OeVm3tQ40HYiwR1h7SpAe7Qnt810e0g_daG.4dGmP3vuajP5Dn2G?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=SHqISu7rSVaYalEnJB7w2w.1676955150162.d7de9efc4af4a720bf031679dac3935e&_x_zm_rhtaid=906
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materials about SMNRs to the Legislative Green Caucus.  We have not received a response to our 

offer. 

 

In the meantime we welcome any opportunity to conduct one-on-one ZOOM briefings (or in district 

meetings, if near the Chicago area) with any legislator who would request one.  Please contact us 

by e-mail if you are interested:  neis@neis.org 

 

CONCLUSION: 

SB0076 is unacceptable public policy.  It literally prematurely and unnecessarily dismantles a successfully 

protective statute of Illinois law.  The recent Ohio vinyl chloride train derailment and the two Boeing 

737MAX crashes demonstrate what happens when effective, demonstrably protective regulation is 

subverted, weakened and ignored.  No matter how well intended, SB0076 demonstrates a lack of deep 

thinking, and amounts to poor and detrimental public policy. 

For these reasons we urge the Committee to vote against SB0076, and channel public resources into 

effective and needed energy solutions:  increased energy efficiency and renewables, energy storage, and 

an improved transmission grid. 

Thank you for your consideration of these views. 
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